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I vaguely remember as a 10-year-old kid accompanying my family to the famous Sheng 
Siong outlet at the Old Woodlands Town Centre, a period where the hypermarket chain 
has yet to commence its rapid expansion, let not its signature baibei, baibei on its hit 

TV game show series. 

The buildings were old and I didn’t really enjoy my time there. But it was quite a fre-
quent trip for a few weeks due to the relatively lower prices the hypermarket was of-
fering. I just moved to the newer part of Woodlands then, with not a lot of choices for 

marketing.

a piece of memory
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Didn’t know that in a few years, Woodlands Check-
point will become a popular spot for Singaporeans es-
caping the heightened prices locally for cheaper and 
better quality food and shopping. To ease human and 
vehicle traffic, and to enhance the security of the bor-
ders at the causeway, Woodlands Town Centre will 
soon be bidding goodbye, giving way to a larger com-
plex for the Woodlands Checkpoint.

Upon hearing this piece of news, I thought I should 
drop by to visit this faint childhood memory that I 
had. As I alighted from bus 912, I crossed the road 
to visit the famous Sheng Siong hypermarket I men-
tioned earlier, instead of walking on the same side of 
the road which would lead me to the checkpoint. I 
pointed at things and shops which I remembered as a 
kid, rekindling those fond moments.
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I was surprised at how the hawker centre remained 
its antiquity – its metallic stall units, rusting irons on 
the round tables and chairs – a stark contrast from 
modern Singapore. It almost resembled the Maxwell 
Market before its huge makeover in 2001. I got myself 
a bowl of dried prawn mee for $3, a price that seemed 
unreal with food courts charging a good $6 some-
times. One of the stall uncles even shouted “hawker 
centre closing soon, come and patronise fast” (trans-
lated). How poignant.
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stalled progress

Walking down the dirty steps to the bazaar, I had an awkward feeling that I did not 
belong to the community, even though I was only wearing a basic tee, shorts and sneak-
ers. The everyday people here were so casual, so down-to-earth, but seemed so distant 
to me. The nostalgic side of me loved this atmosphere. Having visited other old estates 
like Dakota and Rochor Centre, Woodlands Town Centre felt even more backwards in 

time.
It’s funny how in 15 years we’ve all moved on so quickly, becoming the modern Sin-
gaporean the outside world speaks of. But there lives a part of this country which has 
yet to walk out of its heydays, and still holds it strongly and proudly. There is nothing 
wrong with not moving on, in my opinion, because there’s something that everyone 

holds dearly to heart.

As we say goodbye to another small town centre in Singapore, let’s not forget that not 
everything new is good, and that there must be a way to progress while remembering 

the good old days of humility, hard work and community spirit.
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